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Summertime=Learning Time

New Nicknames Announced

“Ain’t No Cure for the Summer School Blues”

Advisory Board Releases 2012 List

John McGrory has been
working on his thrust and
cape moves all morning and
is exhausted. “You think the
cape thrust is easy, amigo?”
signed John as he pulled up
his pink socks for another
round of competition.
“I have a cape inspection
and bull-baiting mid-term
this week as well as a fitting
for my little poncy outfit, I
don’t know where the time
goes but as we say in the ring, sometimes the bull leaves the
querencia and sometimes they don’t.”
Cate DeLaRosa is currently elbow-deep in her Auctioneering
Final Exams. “It has been great ride; learning how to work a
room, all the enunciation exercises and hamstring stretching
with my coach Mike
Dapper. I am also psyched
as I am coming into the final
stages of my Auctioneering
Degree, winning the ‘Susie
Palm
Meads
Yap-Yap’
award for excellence in
female auctioneering (‘The
Whippoorwill’s Ass’) and for
the entire local nail shop
community being behind me
110%.”
“Sue Palm-Meads is the standard of all chick
auctioneers around the world,” wept the 30ish
Orono beauty, “Her gavel work, her room
presence, her driving ability and never-ending
patter of her voice going on and on and on and
on and on. As I am finalizing my academic goals,
I just want to say that she is the gold standard
for us all. She gives a voice to those who cannot
stop talking.”

(Little Chicago) The 2012 MNL Nickname List has been
announced with twelve Mom’s Newsletter readers getting
the honor. “I have always wanted to have a cool nickname
like Tom “Trapper” Teske,” said Don “Boner” Smith. This
is the greatest day of my life.”
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